Abstract
Introduction
Built-in self-test (BIST) involves the use of on-chip test pattern generation and output response analysis. BIST provides a number of important advantages including the ability to apply a large number of test patterns in a short period of time, high coverage of nonmodeled faults, minimal tester storage requirements, can apply tests out in the field over the lifetime of the part, and a reusable test solution for embedded cores. The most efficient logic BIST techniques are based on pseudorandom pattern testing. A major challenge is the presence of random -pattern-resistant (r.p.r.) faults which have low detection probabilities and hence may limit the fault coverage that can be achieved with pseudo-random patterns. There are two approaches for detecting r.p.r. faults: either modify the pattern generator so that it generates patterns that detect them, or modify the circuitunder-test to eliminate the r.p.r. faults.
A number of techniques have been developed for modifying the pattern generator. These include weighted pattern testing [Schnurmann 75 ], [Wunderlich 87] , [Pomeranz 92] , [Bershteyn 93] , [Kapur 94] , [Jas 01] , [Lai 05 ], pattern mapping [Chatterjee 95 ], [Touba 95a, 95b] , bit-fixing [Touba 96 ], bit-flipping [Wunderlich 96] , and LFSR reseeding [Konemann 91, 01] , [Hellebrand 92, 95] , [Krishna 01] , [Rajski 02] .
The other approach is to modify the circuit-under-test (CUT) by inserting test points [Eichelberger 83 ]. Test points are very efficient for eliminating r.p.r. faults and improving the fault coverage. Test point insertion (TPI) involves adding control and observation points to the CUT.
Observation points involve making a node observable by making it a primary output or sampling it in a scan cell. Control points involve ANDing or ORing a node with an activation signal as illustrated in Fig. 1 . When the activation signal is a '1', it controls the node to a 0 (1) for a control-0 (control-1) point. Typically the activation signal is driven by a dedicated flip-flop which receives pseudo-random values during BIST and is set to a non-controlling value during normal operation. Test points are added to the circuit before layout so that the performance impact can be minimized. Circuit restructuring is routinely used during layout to take into account additional delay due to metal wires.
Figure 1. Example of Control Points
Since test points add area and performance overhead, an important issue for test point insertion is where to place the test points in the circuit to maximize the coverage and minimize the number of test points. Optimal placement of test points in circuits with reconvergent fanout has been shown to be NP-complete [Krishnamurthy 87] .
A number of approximate techniques for placement of test points have been Paper 17.3 INTERNATIONAL TEST CONFERENCE 2 developed using fault simulation [Briers 86 ], [Iyengar 89 ], path tracing [Touba 96 ], or testability measures [Seiss 91 ] to guide them. Timing driven test point insertion [Cheng 95] , [Tsai 98 ] avoids inserting control points on critical timing paths. Some research has investigated more efficient ways to drive the activation signals for the control points. In [Tamarapalli 96 ], the entire test is partitioned into multiple phases by a divide and conquer method, and control points are activated only during certain phases and deactivated during other phases. This provides greater control over the interaction of the control points with each other which can help reduce the total number of test points required. [Youseff 93] and [Nakao 99] propose methods for having one dedicated flip-flop drive the activation signal for multiple control points, i.e., sharing the dedicated flip-flops among the control points to reduce the total number of dedicated flip-flops that are required.
In spite of the efforts to reduce the overhead for TPI, the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [ITRS 07 ] predicts that logic BIST for random patterns will take about 3.1% of chip area whereas the area for test compression will vary from 1.1% to 1.7%.
One unpublished industrial design evaluation shows that logic BIST adds 1.34% to the chip area of which about 30% is related to the test points (0.4% to the chip area).
And the other data from the unpublished industrial design evaluation indicates that 2.68% chip area is increased by logic BIST and test points take 1.16% chip area. This suggests that test points correspond to 43% of the area increase in logic BIST. Test point area may vary depending on the circuit characteristics, the number of pseudo-random patterns used, and the fault coverage required. However, a considerable portion of the BIST area is usually related to test points, so it is important to find new techniques that can reduce the area overhead.
In this paper, a new method for reducing the area impact of test point insertion is proposed by removing the dedicated flip-flops used for driving the control points. As will be shown in Sec. 5, and shown earlier in [Seiss 91 ], more than half of the test points, inserted are control points. Hence, replacing the dedicated flip-flops used to drive the control points with functional flip-flops in the design can significantly reduce area overhead. In the proposed test point implementation method, the location of the test points can be determined using existing test point insertion techniques such as the one described in [Seiss 91 ]. The new software identifies functional flipflops which are suitable to drive the control point. Only functional flip-flops in the fan-in of the control point are considered as candidates to ensure that no new timing constraints are introduced between any two flip-flops. The method inherently introduces reconvergent paths sourced by the candidates flip-flops and has the potential to introduce redundant faults. Redundancies are avoided by taking into account the path inversion parity of the reconvergent paths. The proposed method essentially achieves the same fault coverage as an implementation based on dedicated flip-flops, but with lower area cost. The method is neutral with respect to the handling of unknowns in the circuit and test power as it does not deal with the selection of the test points, only their implementation.
This paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 gives an overview of the proposed scheme. Sec. 3 describes the control point replacement flow in detail. Sec. 4 discusses a technique to increase the fault coverage. Experimental results are shown in Sec. 5 and conclusions are given in Sec. 6.
Overview of Proposed Scheme
As mentioned earlier, area is the main issue for TPI. This section gives an overview of the main idea for significantly reducing the area without losing testability and introducing additional timing constraints. Fig. 2 indicates the post-processing flow that finds and replaces the control points to generate the netlist. In a BIST application, the activation signal is controlled by a flip-flop scanned in with a pseudo-random value for each scan vector. During system operation, and the activation signal is set to its non-controlling value so that the functional logic value can pass through the control gate. Therefore, when a dedicated flip-flop is replaced by a functional flip-flop, it should keep the same property of not changing the system function. For this purpose, a global signal "TP_Enable" is introduced. TP_Enable enables and disables the control points. When TP_Enable is '1', a control point is driven by a functional flip-flop in the proposed method. Note that this creates a new timing path from the functional flip-flop to the control point.
The functional flip-flops which are "logically" near the control point are chosen as candidates to replace a dedicated control point flip-flop for two reasons. The first reason is to minimize the length of the newly created test path from the candidate flip-flop to the control point. The second reason is that the transitions through the control point will have roughly the same delay as those along the functional path from the selected functional flip-flop. As will be explained in detail in Sec. 3.2, the proposed method does not create any relationships between control points and unrelated registers, and hence no new timing constraints are introduced.
Since the proposed method does add additional primitive gates to a design, it can impact the testability of the design. Hence, the following rules need to be observed to minimize the number of redundant or untested faults introduced by circuit modification.
1. Maintain opposite path inversion parity along the paths from a functional flip-flop to a control point: There are two paths from a functional flip-flop to the control point. One is an existing functional path from a functional flip-flop to a control point and the other is the newly introduced path which is ANDed with the TP_Enable signal. Having opposite inversion parity along these two paths makes a path testable by appropriately applying either '0' or '1'. This is described in Sec. 3.3.1.
2. Check for illegal reconvergence from the candidate functional flip-flop: Hard to test faults could be blocked by a fanout of a test point if the functional flip-flop (which drives the test point) drives some gate in a fanout of a test point. This case needs to be avoided. This is described in Sec. 3.3.2.
Details of Control Point Replacement Flow
The following subsections describe each of the steps in the proposed method for replacing the dedicated flip-flops with functional flip-flops to drive the control points. value in G10 can be transferred to the one input of G12 without any change. And when the control point is activated, the output of gate Ctrl is fixed to a '1' (i.e.,
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control-1 point).
If an AND gate is used as Ctrl, the output of Ctrl is fixed to a '0' when it is activated (i.e., control-0 point).
To find the functional flip-flop for replacing the dedicated flip-flop, it is necessary to perform logic cone analysis. Logic cone analysis starts from the control point (Ctrl) and traces back to the flip-flops. In Fig. 3 , the search initiates from Ctrl. Even though I is the first flipflop found, since it is dedicated for the control point, I needs to be dropped from the search space. Hence, G10 is the first gate visited. In a depth first search manner (a breadth first search can also be used), G6 is visited next and then G3 is visited. Flip-flop B is found along this branch from Ctrl. In the same fashion, flip-flop A, B, C, D, and E are found as candidates for replacing I.
While the nodes are traversed when searching, the inversion parity information is also checked. G4, G6 and G9 are inverting gates. Since G6 is inverting, the flip-flop B has odd inversion parity to the control point. Flip-flop A, C and E have even inversion parity, and B and D have odd parity along their paths to the control point. If both inversion parities are found along paths from the control point to one flip-flop, that flip-flop is discarded from the candidate list. For example, if during logic cone analysis, a flip-flop is found to have one path with one inversion, and another path with two inversions, it is not considered as a candidate. Some elements such as XOR gates and MUXes always have both non-inverting and inverting paths (dual polarity). Gates with dual polarity are considered as non-inverting gates. Further analysis on dual polarity will be discussed in Sec. 5.
As shown in Sec. 2, a new timing path is a matter of concern in selecting a functional flip-flop to replace a dedicated flip-flop.
Therefore, logical distance information needs to be considered so as not to introduce any delay paths that add performance overhead. The functional flip-flop distance to a control point can be measured based on the number of levels of logic. The logical distance is used to maximize the probability for the test point driver to be relatively close to the test point to minimize the length of the wires. The following shows the results of logic cone analysis for Fig. 3 . There may be cases when only one functional flip-flop is found as a candidate by logic cone analysis. This occurs when a test point has a single functional flip-flop in its fan-in. This happens when the controllability to a certain value ('0' or '1') needs to be higher than 0.5. In this case, a dedicated flip-flop cannot be replaced.
Selecting Candidate Flip-Flop
Assume that a dedicated flip-flop is replaced by one of the functional flip-flops among A to E. If a functional flip-flop directly drives the control point, it affects the system function. To hold the transparency property during system operation, one global signal called "TP_Enable" is introduced and it is deactivated during system operation. Fig. 4(a) shows an example of a conventional control point that uses a dedicated flip-flop. the control point to avoid the correlation between the two inputs of the control point. However, new timing relationships would be created between functionally unrelated flip-flops and this is not acceptable. The consequences of the "no new timing relationships" rule are analyzed next.
Testability Consideration
The proposed method modifies the CUT to try to maximize the random pattern testability. The following subsections describe the rules that need to be considered for improving testability. Fig. 4(b) . However, the opposite inversion parity between the TP_Driver Path and Functional Path can enable propagation through Functional Path without disabling the test point. This increases the random pattern testability and helps to reduce the number of test patterns needed compared to having the same inversion parity along the two paths. Considering that either an AND or OR gate can be used for creating a control point, there are 4 types of control points that satisfy the inversion parity as shown in Fig. 5 .
Path Inversion and Control Point Structures
In Fig Point Structure Fig. 6 shows an AND tree example with the proposed control point structure. Assume the path inversion is not considered, no inverter would be inserted on the TP_Driver Path when a dedicated control point driver flip-flop is replaced, as in Fig. 4(b) . In this case, hard to test faults have a small probability of being able to propagate through the circuit if all test points are disabled (TP_Enable = 0). For example, the stuck-at-0 fault (S-A-0) at the input of TP2 is one of the hard to detect faults, and it would preferably need TP1 to be active in order to propagate S-A-0 through the AND gate which is located after TP1 and TP2, and then to propagate through TP3 and the remainder of the circuit. However, when path inversion is considered, the control point structure will solve this problem. S-A-0 at the input of TP2 could propagate even when TP_Enable is '1'. All inputs of the AND gate should be '1' to provoke S-A-0 at TP2, and it automatically sets the AND gate with a controlling value Paper 17.3
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Figure 7. Example of a Circuit with Illegal Reconvergence (0). This makes the control point disabled without setting TP_Enable to be '0'. TP_Enable reconvergence could be an issue in the proposed method, however, the path inversion analysis solves this problem so that the testability is not degraded. Hence, they are detected relatively easier than not having the path inversion information. The other hard to detect faults in Fig.6 are the S-A-1 faults on the TP_Enable input of the AND gates disabling the test points. Since it is unlikely to randomly detect the faults on TP_Enable branches, automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) patterns need to be used for detecting most of these faults. However, they represent a very small percentage of the total number of faults as we will see in Sec. 5.
Illegal Reconvergence
Logic cone analysis determines the functional flip-flop candidates for driving control test points. For testability, since there may be many connections from the functional flip-flops to other nodes in a circuit, it is necessary to check whether the fault propagation is blocked. Reconvergence from TP_Driver in the fanout of a control point can block the fault propagation. If any gate in the fanout of a control point is sourced by TP_Driver, it can obstruct fault propagation and it may result in the loss of testability. Fig. 7 illustrates an example which is almost the same as a circuit in Fig. 2 with the exception of OR gate G18. As shown in the previous sections, E is selected as a TP_Driver based on the distance and a Type 2 control point is inserted to satisfy the inversion parity requirement. Assume E has a branch to G18 illustrated as a dashed line from E to G18. This forms reconvergence from E to a fanout of a control point. Due to the reconvergence, whenever E has '1', it drives G18 with a controlling value and this may block the fault propagation.
Illegal reconvergence analysis removes E from the candidate list, and the next closet flip-flop is chosen. In 
TP_Enable Signal Probability
Test points are generally assumed to be always enabled with a controllability of 0.5. Therefore, TP_Enable will generally have a value of '1'. However, the stuck-at-1 fault on TP_Enable can only be detected when the TP_Enable signal is set to '0'. To detect this fault, TP_Enable needs to take on a value of '0' some times. To investigate what the optimal signal probability for TP_Enable is, experiments were performed using different input size OR gates to bias the signal probability of TP_Enable. If two equi-probable pseudo-random signals are ORed together, the signal probability is increased to 0.75. In the general case, driving the TP_Enable signal by a k input OR gate achieves a (2 k -1)/(2 k ) signal probability. Different TP_Enable signal probabilities change the controllability on the control points and detectability of the stuck-at-1 fault on the TP_Enable signal. In Sec. 5, experimental results are shown for different signal probabilities for the TP_Enable signal.
Experimental Results
In this section, experimental results are presented for six industrial designs and OR1200 (OpenRisc Processor) [OR1200] and an NOC design [Yang 09] . The LogicVision testpointAnalyze tool [LogicVision] was used to determine the location of test points in each design.
Paper 17.3 INTERNATIONAL TEST CONFERENCE 7 The post-processing tool described here was used to determine the functional flip-flops that could be used as test point drivers. In Table 1 , the number of dedicated flipflops that are replaced by functional flip-flops using the proposed method is shown. The first column gives the design name. The number of observation points and control points calculated is shown in the second and third column, and the summation of both columns is the total number of test points. The fifth column shows the number of dedicated flip-flops that are replaced by functional flipflops using the proposed method. As explained in Sec. 3, if there is only one functional flip-flop in the candidate list or no candidate meets the rules, a dedicated flip-flop cannot be replaced. The number of dedicated flip-flops which could not be replaced is shown in the fourth column. The sixth column shows the reduction ratio which is computed as the number of functional flip-flops used to replace dedicated flip-flops (the fifth column) divided by the number of total control points (the third column). These results show a significant area reduction by replacing the dedicated flip-flop using the proposed method. The last column represents the test point area reduction ratio. 130nm TSMC technology is used for OR1200 and NOC synthesis. The proposed method achieves 63.0% and 59.4% of test point area reduction in OR1200 and NOC respectively, when the dedicated flipflops are replaced by functional flip-flops. Because we do not have access to the netlist for Design A -F, their results are extrapolated based on the results from OR1200 and NOC. In OR1200 and NOC, each of the new control points driven by a functional flip-flop takes approximately 1/4 of the area of the original control points driven with a dedicated flip-flop. Therefore, the extrapolated area for Design A -F can be calculated based on the following equation. In Table 2 , a fault coverage comparison is shown between the proposed test point implementation method and the standard LogicVision implementation.
The number of test points inserted and the number of control points replaced are given in Table 1 . The first column of upper and lower tables in Table 2 gives the design name. The total number of faults is illustrated in the second column of the upper table. There are three different cases for which results were generated. These were when no test points are inserted (NO TP), test points are inserted with dedicated flip-flops (Dedicated F/F), and when the proposed method is used to replace dedicated flip-flops with functional flip-flops (Proposed). The proposed method was tried with three different TP_Enable signal probabilities (1/2, 15/16, and 63/64) to evaluate the random pattern testability. Since TPI adds extra gates in a design, more faults exist for the Dedicated F/F and Proposed cases than for No TP. When a dedicated flipflop is replaced, the type 1-4 control point structures in Fig.  5 are used. These structures add a few combinational gates in a design. Since the fault simulator does not consider internal faults of flip-flops, it appears that the proposed method has more faults than the standard implementation even though there are less. The third column of the upper table shows the number of redundant faults, and the second column of the lower table represents the number of aborted faults. Because Designs A to F are random pattern resistant circuits, 100000 random patterns are applied to get the fault coverage in the third column of the lower table. Since the OR1200 and NOC designs are found to be relatively random pattern testable circuits, 2048 random test patterns are applied and the coverage is shown. The coverage results show that the proposed method achieves almost the same or higher fault coverage as the conventional TPI method does.
Paper 17.3 INTERNATIONAL TEST CONFERENCE 8 An analysis of the dual polarity gates revealed that considering MUX primitives as non-inverting gates is not optimal. This is because paths going through the select input have an implied dual polarity. For example, in Fig.  5 (a) illustrating a Type 1 control point, suppose that OR Gate ("Gate") is a MUX primitive and its select input is directly connected to the candidate functional flip-flop output, then the stuck-at-0 fault on the select input becomes impossible to detect without setting TP_Enable to 0. Changing the control point for a Type 4 control point does not improve the situation as it makes the stuck-at-1 the hard to detect fault instead. Therefore, candidate flipflops with a path going through the select input of a MUX primitive should be discarded. However, this non-optimal MUX primitives management had no impact on the experimental results of 5 of the 8 circuits since MUXes were implemented or modeled as AND/OR structures in those circuits. Design D, E and F have approximately 13,000, 38161 and 15612 instances of MUXes modeled as MUX primitives, however, the results for these designs show that the testability seems similar to that of other designs. Hence, in the experiments, the testability is not significantly affected by this issue.
To study how sensitive the fault coverage is to the TP_Enable signal probability, Design E is used with different signal probabilities of (2 k -1)/(2 k ) for k = 1 to 8. 16000 and 100000 random patterns are applied to achieve random fault coverage. As can be seen in Fig. 8 , the TP_Enable signal probability gives a significant improvement in the fault coverage. The fault coverage is increased about 0.5 % only by changing the signal probability. This is to be expected since the testpointAnalyze tool assumes that the TP_Enable probability is exactly 1. Both cases illustrate that there is saturation of the coverage. Therefore, the probability of TP_Enable needs to be kept high, say 15/16 or 31/32, so that the efficiency of the original test point insertion method is not affected. In the proposed method, the maximum fault coverage is obtained in this way. Design A show that the coverage goes down a little when TP_Enable has a signal probability 15/16 compared with 63/64. This happens because of the noise related to vectors. When different vectors are applied to CUT, they can introduce the noise. This may result in the lower test coverage in the benchmark circuits. 
Conclusions
The experimental results indicate that the methodology proposed in this paper can significantly reduce the number of dedicated flip-flops for driving control points by replacing them with functional flip-flops. Significant area savings are therefore achieved while preserving the random pattern testability of the circuit and without introducing new timing constraints that would complicate timing closure. The test point area was typically reduced by half while the fault coverage loss during the random pattern phase was limited to less than 0.1% for most circuits. Several options were identified to compensate for a slightly higher coverage loss observed for 2 circuits.
The proposed method can be used to implement test points calculated with existing algorithms without having to modify the algorithms. The method is therefore neutral with respect to the handling of unknowns in the circuit and test power as it does not deal with the selection of the test points, only their implementation. It should also be noted that the new test point implementation method gives the flexibility of adding more test points to achieve even higher coverage or reduce test time.
The run times of our software implementing the test points were not monitored. The proposed method only involves static tracing of the fan-in and fan-out of gates which are related to control points and very efficient algorithms are available for performing these tasks which are less complex than the algorithms used for test point selection itself.
Future work includes a more thorough investigation of circuit structures for which no suitable functional flip-flops could be identified to determine if a different test point implementation could be used.
Also, a new implementation for observation points will be investigated. This will be useful for circuits for certain designs with a significant number of observation points.
